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Abstract
Wikimedia CH is currently looking for a new groupware and personal 
information manager solution for MediaWiki: Cronos, a calendar 
available to all Wikimedians both in read and write modes and that 
wants to simplify coworking, allowing to publish information, plan 
operations, organize meetings, and more I hope.

This is its brief technical implementation analysis.

About a new MediaWiki PHP Extension
Cronos could be developed in a relatively low-level mode through a 
new PHP MediaWiki extension able to modify MediaWiki to fit our 
specific needs. As a developer of a couple of MediaWiki extensions I 
can say that this could be a very powerful way to fit our needs, but 
the problem with such approach is that this could dramatically slow 
down the development if we consider the fact we want to deploy such 
new extension in some of the most visited Wikimedia Foundation 
instances. There are some reasonable strict checks to be applied 
before being deployed in a WMF site and, moreover, developing a new 
MediaWiki extension for whatever new very specific use-case should be
not the only way ever. Just now a lot of very specific one-task 
MediaWiki extensions are abandoned.

Anyway I’ve examined all the 6+ already existing extensions that 
could fit our needs and I’ve discovered that they aren’t currently 
installed in any of the wikis we want to involve1 and so, for the 
above and other reasons, I'm even more committed to provide a 
solution that does not require the integration of a new dedicated 
MediaWiki extension to be maintained, secured, updated, hardened, 
etc. I hope this choice will allow us to deploy a prototype quickly.

1 https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Extension:Calendar  
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About third parts services
I'm also committed to do not suggest a solution that depends on third
parts services.

It simply means that if we would need a service we can adopt/write 
one released under a Free as in freedom license and deploy it 
internally in one of the Wikimedia VPSs available to the community 
e.g. Wikimedia ToolForge.2

Key parts summary
• Wikimedian-friendly

Cronos should be easily editable by every Wikimedian even 
through in form of wikitext and/or VisualEditor;

• Developer-friendly
Cronos should be easily deployable in every wiki and easily 
maintainable and customizable;

• MediaWiki-friendly
Cronos should be built over well-known and already-available 
MediaWiki features instead of depending on something very 
specific / not available for every WMF site.

• Accessibility
Cronos could be developed with accessibility in mind while still
attractive. We can achieve this goal avoiding to rely too much 
on content generated by JavaScript and preferring instead the 
generation of clean HTML documents by MediaWiki itself.
As the result of these choices I hope blind people will be able 
to benefits from Cronos even with their particular textual 
readers; followed by hackers who still use Lynx3; as well as 
that kind of guys who use NoScript Security Suite, or very old 
devices, etc.4

Also note that a static HTML content will help in spreading 
Cronos events better through all search engines.

2 https://tools.wmflabs.org/  
3 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lynx_(web_browser)  
4 https://noscript.net/  
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Proposed requirements
As already said all the below requirements are already available in 
every Wikimedia Foundation wiki.

• MediaWiki core features

◦ Wikitext

◦ Templating system

◦ Categorization system

• Parser functions5

◦ Lua modules (Scribunto)6

5 https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Help:Extension:ParserFunctions  
6 https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Extension:Scribunto  
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Proposed Calendar view
The current month’s Events will be available from the Cronos’ monthly
Calendar from a dedicated page in the wiki.

Mockup
E.g. [[Meta:Cronos/Current month]]:

Page content
Probably the page content will be just an header and a template e.g.:

Welcome in ‘’’Cronos’’’!
{{Cronos month|current}}

Interaction
When an user clicks on a day or on a specific event, the user will 
visit the page dedicated to that day

E.g. [[Meta:Cronos/Events/2019-02-09]].
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Proposed Events view (of a day)
In Cronos, Events can be aggregated by daily pages.

The daily page is where users contributes to the Events contents.

Mockup
E.g. [[Meta:Cronos/Event/2019-02-09]]:

Page content
Probably the page content could be simply something as:

{{Cronos day start}}
{{Cronos event
| Daily meeting
| 16:00-17:30
| Please come in our IRC channel to enjoy our meeting!
}}
{{Cronos event
| Wiki & pizza time
| 19:00-21:30
| Please have fun with our Editathon with pepperoni pizza.
}}
{{Cronos day end}}
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Events archivation
Having said that the Events will be on a certain permalink based on a
day, let’s say [[Meta:Cronos/Event/2019-02-09]], Cronos has not too 
much to be done to Archive it: just stop displaying it from the 
current Month’s Calendar.

Note that as already said this process will work automagically, 
simply purging the Month’s Calendar page of the wiki.

This can be automatized by a bot, purging the page every n. minutes.7

Day creation
When the user clicks on an empty day, the user can be redirected to a
page prefilled with the basic page content example thanks to the 
preload feature.8

7 https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Manual:Purge  
8 https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Manual:Creating_pages_with_preloaded_text  
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Thank you…
…for reading this document. I will appreciate every question about 
this brief analisys.
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